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The Year Ahead - 2022

To our valued clients and friends,

After two decades of exclusively focusing on the Real Assets industry through talent advisory,
we find ourselves in an opportune position of having significant and timely intelligence on the
industry. We have been communicating much of our knowledge through our search
assignments and platform introduction activity but find that we can do better at collating
relevant information. Hence the Round Up.
We will be sharing regular market insights, recent key moves, transactions and market
trends. We will be highlighting impressive profiles, summarising our activities from
interviews, webinars and roundtables. We will also be folding in our periodical “As Raw As It
Gets” writeups where we quote thought leaders on their views on hot current topics. This
issue’s RAW will focus on 2022 Challenges.
As a business we believe 2022 will be an exciting year full of growth as well as challenges.
2022 follows an extremely eventful year (by most definitions) including a pandemic, intense
liquidity, a bull market, strong (maybe even extreme) hiring activity, and a considerable
amount of senior level ‘change of guard’ activity. We recognise as a firm we are ‘skewed
optimists’ given we tend to represent clients in growth mode. For every organisation that has
done well, we have no doubt there have been / will be those significantly affected. We believe
2022 will certainly be a year for re-calibration, continued thoughtful strategic change, and
transition management. There is no doubt that WFH will continue to significantly impact the
way we all do business (and retain or lose talent) and cementing these changes will be part
and parcel of this year’s challenges.
We hope you enjoy the Round Up and would like to encourage any feedback you may have for
us, so that we can refine this paper to add as much value as we can for our readers.

Best wishes,
Ghada Sousou
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As Raw As It Gets 
We asked thought leaders their “Biggest Challenge for 2022”

“If inflation does continue/is not 

transitory, this will continue to 

squeeze margins unless there is 

sufficient offset on the top line”

“Owners aligning themselves 

with the appropriate ESG 

strategy. If they plan to cash out, 

they will need to prove their ESG 

credentials if they are looking for 

institutional buyers”

“Competition for deals – there is so 

much capital out there, how do we 

stay competitive?”

“Managing expectations. 2021 

was an extraordinary year, 

capital will not be as cheap in 

2022 with inevitable interest 

rate hikes. Elections taking place 

across Europe will not help 

either”

“COVID and the impact it will have 

on people’s ability to travel. Demand 

for hotels in London, Paris and New 

York will surpass 2019 levels by next 

year; it will happen quicker for 

destination hotels”

“[A major real estate private 

equity investor] is expecting 

significant growth in Europe 

in 2022. The biggest growth 

area will be the Core+ 

business”

Chris Choa is Founder and Director of OUTCOMIST. He leads complex urban projects, assembles extraordinary teams, builds consensus,

and creates comparative advantages for a broad range of public and private stakeholders. Chris is an active board member for

organisations related to real-estate, urban mobility, energy, and digital arts. Previously, he led AECOM’s Cities Consulting practice and

was an appointed advisor to the Mayor of London.

In this interview, Chris, who describes himself as a “psychotherapist for cities” gives his views on the current state of urban planning,

the short and long-term challenges faced by the sector and how he sees the future of urbanisation unfolding.

How would you describe what you do?

“As an urban strategist I focus on how cities and people relate to each other. Cities are ultimately about people, and the body politic of a

city is similar to the character of a person; you can address the challenges of a city in the same way that you can understand the needs

of a person.”

How would you characterise the state of urban planning today?

“I think we are beginning a golden age of planning. We are getting better at understanding how an overall urban system performs.

With sensors and machine intelligence we can measure how people engage with public spaces and buildings; if we can’t measure

directly, we can develop proxies that can anticipate outcomes even before we build new infrastructure or regenerate communities.”

What do you think are good examples of urban planning?

“Amsterdam/Schiphol is a global air hub that animates all of the Netherlands. While London is still struggling to get its third runway,

Schiphol has six, to accommodate variable wind patterns and thread air traffic in ways that minimise impacts on built-up areas.

Schiphol is also one of the busiest train stations in the country, with rapid links to the rest of the Netherlands. You can comfortably cycle

to the airport, and many people do. All of this connectivity creates a valuable and specialised urban territory; you can easily fly into

Schiphol, walk from the gate to the business district at the airport without ever having to drive around the city. The amazing air, rail,

road, and cycling connectivity underpins the growth corridor for the broader Amsterdam region.”

Has Covid ushered in a perfect storm of change for real estate? It seems like there has been fundamental change in every sector -

retail, offices, residential, infrastructure.

“Real estate is going through a massive change because of Covid. We have the opportunity to consider a very simple question: if we

could change anything, would we go back to exactly the way everything was before? And the answer is almost always: no. Work had

already left the office building. Shopping had already started to leave the store. We had already been reconsidering the way we worked

and lived even before Covid; the pandemic only accelerated changes that were already happening or were latent.”

Are you worried about the ‘zombification’ of central business districts?

“Some central business districts remain shuttered and other places that used to be outliers are booming. But it’s all about the time

frame; in the short term you might say that is the death of the traditional core - but doesn’t that create an opportunity in the longer

term?”

TO READ THE FULL INTERVIEW, PLEASE CLICK HERE

Expert Opinion
Interview with Chris Choa

“Non-inflation related risks such 

as withdrawal of governmental 

support, continued/broadened 

social distancing mandates, 

changing demographic trends 

away from gateway cities etc.”

“Operationalising sustainability 

and ESG, specific to the real 

assets industry. The entire value 

chain will need to change its 

mindset  - it’s difficult but 

possible”

“Hiring and retaining good juniors”

“I’m excited about how technology 

will disrupt our business. We 

deserve to be disrupted; I’m 

fascinated about how we will be 

disrupted”

“2022 will be an inflection point for 

real estate solutions; 2021 really 

saw the adoption of GP-led 

solutions. Before, that activity was 

minimal – GP-led will overtake LP-

led transactions”

“Navigating the market as we come 

out of: Covid, low interest rates and 

monstrous government stimulus, all 

at the same time. The environment 

will be dramatically different this 

year. No one is factoring that into 

their investment decisions”

“Make sure you have the right 

portfolio, one that is sustainable 

long term, so it remains liquid. You 

need to upgrade or sell but don’t 

wait; there’s going to be a bigger 

differentiation on the product itself 

and that will make a difference in 

value”

“Don’t just buy stabilized assets –

create value and have the right 

team. Don’t just focus on 

traditional clients – focus on 

those that are ESG and 

technology focused”

“Continuing to deploy ever greater 

sums of equity at similar risk 

adjusted returns”

“Continuing to find opportunities 

in the non-core space and waiting 

for value”

“Finding good talent”

https://www.sousoupartners.com/chris-choa/
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Transactions
A look at some of the largest real estate deals over the last 
two months

Sector Focus: Sheds

Sector Focus: Offices

Key Moves
A highlight of key people moves within global real assets 
over the last two months

New Leadership

• Duncan Owen and Kiran Patel joined Sellar as Senior Advisors

• George Lane joined Pretium’s Real Estate team as Managing Director and Portfolio Manager, based in New York, focused

on the firm’s single-family rental vehicles

• CVC Capital Partners appointed Jiri Zrust as Partner and Head of Infrastructure

• Madison International Realty appointed Carey Flaherty as Chief Investment Officer, overseeing the firm’s Americas, UK and

European investment activities

• Blackbrook Capital appointed Jon Strang as Managing Director

• Korea’s NPS appointed Rachel Oh as acting Global Head of Real Estate

• Deutsche Wohnen appointed Konstantina Kanellopoulos and Lars Urbansky as Co-CEOs

• Pete Redfern stepped down as CEO of Taylor Wimpey after almost 15 years

• Kungsleden appointed Castellum’s Deputy CEO and finance boss Ylva Sarby Westman as new CEO following completion of

the takeover by Castellum

• Trammell Crow Company appointed David Neuman to President of its European Operations

• Savills IM appointed Yo-Hann Tan as Managing Director, Client Capital for APAC

• Corestate appointed Izabela Danner as Chief Operations Officer and Frank Bandemer as Managing Director and Chief

Client Executive

• Nuveen appointed David Chan as its Head of Real Estate Transactions for Greater China

ESG 

• PGIM Real Estate hired Julie Townsend as ESG lead for Europe and APAC, based in London

• Kaela Fenn-Smith joined CBRE as Managing Director, Sustainability Services and ESG for UK & Ireland

• DTZ Investors appointed Jennifer Linacre as Head of Responsible Investment

Advisory

• JLL hired Bret Thompson to Co-Lead the firm’s Washington D.C. Multifamily Investment Sales Team

• Knight Frank appointed Tim Armstrong as Global Head of Occupier Strategy and Solutions. The firm’s Capital Advisory hired

Andrey Redman and Farrah Brown as Partners, to focus on Equity Advisory and Debt Advisory respectively.

• Stuart Logan joined Newmark as Executive Managing Director for its Valuation & Advisory practice in EMEA

Logistics

• Pan-European logistics specialist VGP hired Aurelien Coudret as Country Manager for France

• Fabrice Cervoni joined Scannell Properties as Managing Director, France

• Tom Wattles joined Delin Property as a Board Member and Member of the Investment Committee
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About UsMarket Insights

M&A

• ARA Europe completed the takeover of InfraRed’s European REIM business

• NREP acquired M3 Capital Partners’ real estate credit specialist business

• Belgian student housing group Xior acquired 90% of the shares in peer Quares Student Housing

following the closing of a voluntary public tender offer

Fund Raising

• Carlyle closed the ninth and largest of its opportunistic series of funds, Carlyle Realty Partners IX,

reaching the $8bn hard-cap in record time

• Bain closed its second US real estate fund with total capital commitments of $3bn

• Garbe launched a European residential real estate fund with total target investment volume of c.

€800m

• TruAmerica Multifamily closed its debut fund on $575m, focused solely on US affordable housing

Debt

• Kennedy Wilson’s debt investment platform now exceeds $2bn in real-estate secured loans, following

the launch of the platform in 2020 and a subsequent expansion into Europe in mid-2021. Over the

last 12 months, the firm has originated c. $1.4bn in loans while achieving $260m in repayments

Infrastructure

• A consortium led by BlackRock and Saudi Arabia-backed asset manager Hassana Investment Company

acquired a 49% stake in Aramco’s newly-formed subsidiary, Aramco Gas Pipeline Company, for

$15.5bn

• Manulife Investment Management held the final closing of its second infrastructure fund, with

$4.65bn of capital commitments

• Stonepeak Infrastructure Partners secured around $3bn for a continuation fund to house Cologix, a

data centre platform previously owned by its second flagship fund

• Morrison & Co reached a first close of $3bn for its recently launched global infrastructure fund

Market Trends

• Depressed share prices due to wider economic trends have left public companies vulnerable to

private capital raiders, with the UK leading the way in public-to-private infrastructure transactions in

2021

• DWS announced the launch of a real estate active energy management programme with the rollout

of smart energy optimisation solutions planned across the majority of commercial real estate assets

held within its funds globally

• The European Commission is set to relax rules for European long-term investment funds

• Fortress acquired Punch Pubs & Co, which has an estate comprising c. 1,300 sites, from Patron

Capital, for a sum believed to be £1bn

Sousou Partners is global talent recruitment and advisory services firm specialising in the real assets sector. Founded in 2001
with offices in London and New York, we have built a reputation for delivering insight and expertise, recruiting exceptional
talent and nurturing long term partnerships with our clients.

We offer in-depth sector knowledge and extensive research and advice on all aspects of leadership, compensation and talent
recruitment and management. Our long-standing network of relationships allows us to offer advisory services around the firm,
platform and team acquisitions and capital raising opportunities.

Offering both talent and deal advisory services enables us to be on the front foot – creating synergies and identifying
opportunities for our clients. We believe this creates value and differentiated service. We have a successful track record in
advising a diverse client base which includes investment firms, private equity groups, sovereign wealth funds, family offices and
operating businesses.

Click here to see our previous publications

LONDON

25 Bruton Street

London

W1J 6QH

+44 207 290 5900

NEW YORK

60 East 42nd Street

New York 

NY 10165

+ 1 212 557 7500

Contact the Sousou Partners team at: 

https://www.sousoupartners.com/news/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/25+Bruton+St,+London/@51.5105065,-0.1474145,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4876052bc1841049:0xc7ba0bfe95806814!8m2!3d51.5105032!4d-0.1452258
https://www.google.com/maps/place/60+E+42nd+St,+New+York,+NY+10165,+USA/@40.7521721,-73.980907,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89c259019f32ed09:0xed02b74addca9687!8m2!3d40.7521681!4d-73.9787183

